consuming raw or undercooked poultry, seafood, eggs may increase your risk of foodborne illness, especially in cases of certain medical conditions & pregnancies changes & modifications politely declined, 2 hour max at table, menu must be ordered by the entire table

$59 ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT TACOS + SPECIALTY MARGARITAS OR BEER
includes: BOTTOMLESS CHIPS + SALSA & “PEACE LOVE + TACO GREASE” TUMBLER

TACO CHOICES
*NO MORE THAN 3 tacos AT A TIME*
carne asada - al pastor – picadillo - verduras - asada
lava rock shrimp - chipotle pork & roasted corn - drunken fish

MARGARITAS
*ONE PER PERSON AT A TIME*
cadillac margarita
caliente margarita
pineapple habanero margarita
peach ginger margarita
house margarita
+$2 strawberry, mango, or peach per margarita

BEER
coors lite, corona light, modelo draft

+$2 strawberry, mango, or peach per margarita

$49 ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT TACOS + HOUSE MARGARITAS OR BEER
includes: BOTTOMLESS CHIPS + SALSA & “PEACE LOVE + TACO GREASE” TUMBLER

TACO CHOICES
*NO MORE THAN 3 tacos AT A TIME*
al pastor – picadillo - verduras asada - chipotle pork & roasted corn

MARGARITAS
*ONE PER PERSON AT A TIME*
house margarita
+$2 strawberry, mango, or peach per margarita

BEER
coors lite, corona light, modelo draft

*TACO-RIO TUESDAY!*